
 

 

Is It Possible To Make Money Online? 

 

Almost. This amounts to more than a half of world population. And even 

though many scholars are concerned that spend too much time online, I 

believe that Internet is not only for fun. It is also a great way to make some 

extra pocket money without ever leaving the comfort of your home. 

 

Being a student taught me well that I should always seize an opportunity to 

make some cash and deal with student loans before it is too late. Since I 

don’t have much time, I was looking for a job in the neighborhood, or that 

would not take too long to get to. After some time spent on searching for 

the perfect idea, I came to the conclusion that working over the Internet is 

exactly what I, as a busy student, need. I do not have to leave my dorm to 

get places which saves me much time and gives a chance to work on my 

school assignments. 

 

Besides, working on the Internet is excellent because you get to learn 

various new technologies. I work as social media manager creating 

campaigns for local stores aiming to make their product known and loved in 

the area via social media. In the course of this work, I had to master several 

tools that collect popular news, analyze content trends, help me plan posts 

ahead of time, and even check my posts’ grammar. All these tools will come 

in handy later at a college or maybe even at work. Technologies are 

conquering the world, and being tech-savvy will definitely pay off. 
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Finally, working over the Internet in most cases means that you are in 

charge of your own time. You get certain tasks and set deadlines. And you 

can plan your day in a way you are the most comfortable with. Thus, you 

can work in the early mornings before classes, during the day if your classes 

get cancelled or late at night after you are done with your homework. No 

need to adjust your whole life, both personal and academic, to your work 

schedule. It works the other way around. 

 

Statista reports that the Generation Z folks spend at least from their mobile 

devices. Moreover, they spend around 229 minutes online from their 

laptops. Most of this time they spend on the social media. And while 

communication is essential, there is a better way to implement all that time. 

That is why I suggest young people get a job on the Internet. With time on 

their hands and proper knowledge of modern day technologies, they can 

easily turn time they would spend on surfing the web into a source of 

steady income. 

 

Now over to you. What are your thoughts on the ideas presented in my 

essay? Do you agree that working online is a great way to keep your 

pockets full or would you rather opt for a part-time job in the 

neighborhood? 
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